Chiral Domain Structure in Superfluid $^3$He-A Studied by Magnetic Resonance Imaging
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The existence of a spatially varying texture in superfluid $^3$He is a direct manifestation of the complex macroscopic wave function. The real space shape of the texture, namely, a macroscopic wave function, has been studied extensively with the help of theoretical modeling but has never been directly observed experimentally with spatial resolution. We have succeeded in visualizing the texture by a specialized magnetic resonance imaging. With this new technology, we have discovered that the macroscopic chiral domains, of which sizes are as large as 1 mm, and corresponding chiral domain walls exist rather stably in $^3$He-A film at temperatures far below the transition temperature.
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Modern interest in topological superfluids and superconductors has revived the significance of superfluid $^3$He because of the most precisely understood macroscopic wave function of triplet $p$ wave BCS superfluids. The topological nature of these quantum materials appears in connection to the boundary condition at the border and interface of the material. For a precise study on the topological properties, it is important to control the boundary conditions of the materials. The extremely precise understanding of the macroscopic wave function and its controllability of boundary conditions in real experimental situations makes superfluid $^3$He an outstandingly suitable system for studying topological superfluids and superconductors. Specifically, the A phase of superfluid $^3$He is regarded as a chiral superfluid because of the macroscopically aligned orbital angular momentum of its Cooper pairs [1,2]. Walmsley and Golov [3] were the first to show the existence of a macroscopically aligned orbital angular momentum in a thin slab of $^3$He-A by using a torsional oscillator measurement in combination with a rotating ultralow temperature cryostat. Later, Ikegami et al. [4,5] obtained direct evidence of a bistability in the effect of the intrinsic Magnus force on electron transport in the vicinity of the free surface of a $^3$He-A film. They also observed metastable intermediate states, which suggest the existence of a multidomain structure of macroscopically aligned orbital angular momentum. The proposed multidomain structure is nothing other than a chiral domain structure, consisting of macroscopic domains of monochirality and chiral domain walls between domains of opposite chirality. Naive consideration suggests the stability of a monochirality single domain structure because of the extra energy cost due to domain walls. As is discussed for the case of a $p$ wave superconductor [6], a mesoscopic sample might have a multichiral domain structure. Some of the experimental studies on the possible chiral superconductor Sr$_2$RuO$_4$ [7,8] have suggested the existence of a multichiral domain structure. The results indicated the existence of a chiral domain wall that separates the domains with opposite chirality. Walmsley et al. [9,10] also suggested the existence of domain walls in their torsional oscillator study to explain the observed low critical velocity of vortex penetration. However, the macroscopic shape and location of the wall and how it is stabilized are still far out of the reach of the researchers. The observed metastable state of the multiple domain structure in a $^3$He-A film is probably made of macroscopic domains, which appeared accidentally due to multiple nucleation. However, if there is a condition in which a multichiral domain structure is stabilized, it would be quite useful in studying various long-standing problems, such as the existence of an edge mass current at the chiral domain wall and the existence of macroscopic intrinsic angular momentum [11].

The symmetry of order parameter in $^3$He-A is described by two unit vectors $\hat{a}$ which represent the anisotropic axis in spin space and $\hat{l}$ which represents the axis of orbital angular momentum of a Cooper pair. Together with the indispensable orientation effect on $\hat{l}$ at the surface, much smaller anisotropic energies such as dipole energy and magnetic anisotropy energy affect the orientation of $\hat{l}$ and $\hat{a}$. In addition to these orientation energies, gradient energies prevent a short-range spatial variation of $\hat{a}$ and $\hat{l}$. The orientations of $\hat{a}$ and $\hat{l}$, which favor each energy, are often contradictory to each other. Thus, the ground state texture is
determined such that the total free energy is minimized. In bulk $^3$He-A, the ground state has a uniform texture, $\vec{l} \parallel \hat{d} \perp \vec{H}$.

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) provides very useful information for studying the texture in superfluid $^3$He. The resonance frequency $\omega$ is shifted from the Larmor frequency $\omega_L$ as $\omega^2 = \omega^2_L + R_2^2 \Omega_A^2$, where $\Omega_A$ represents the magnitude of a dipolar frequency shift. The normalized frequency shift $R_2^2$ varies from $-1$ to $+1$ depending on the texture in most cases. For the ground state uniform texture in bulk, $R_2^2$ should be unity. In the general case, motion of the spin is expressed as an eigenfunction of a Schrödinger-like equation inside a potential, which represents the shape of a nonuniform texture. An eigenvalue of the equation corresponds to the $R_2^2$. The eigenfunction for a uniform texture represents a uniform motion in the entire space. However, a localized spin wave mode may appear where the texture varies in space. In many cases, the frequency of a spin wave mode localized around a topological defect is different from the frequency of the bulk material. Thus, the presence of a satellite resonance peak indicates the existence of a topological defect. The type of topological defect can be determined through comparisons between the observed satellite frequency and numerical estimations of the localized spin wave mode based on the numerical modeling of topological defects. This method has been quite successful in the sense that many kinds of topological defects, such as quantized vortices [12–17] and textural solitons [18], have been identified. However, no method has been developed to observe the real space shape and locations of the defect without relying on the model.

We have succeeded in developing a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technique [19] that is specialized to study quantum condensate at micro Kelvin temperatures. MRI is an advanced form of NMR, which makes use of linear magnetic field gradients in addition to the homogeneous magnetic field used for standard NMR measurements. With our latest technology, which we call magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging (MRSI), we can obtain the NMR signal intensity and resonance frequency within the sensing area of the NMR detection coil with spatial resolution of approximately $10 \mu m \times 10 \mu m$ for the case of 2D projection imaging. The measured spatial distribution of the resonance frequency provides the locations and shapes of the defect without relying on the model.

We have studied textures in superfluid $^3$He-A contained in a single $100 \mu m$ thick slab-shaped cell, whose surface is located in parallel to the vertical $z$ axis and horizontal $x$ axis and is located in perpendicular to another horizontal $y$ axis [20]. The vertical height of the slab-shaped channel is 2 mm. A NMR detecting solenoid coil, with a length of 2 mm, was wound outside the cell in the middle of the channel so that a central part of the channel, approximately 4 mm in horizontal length along $x$ axis, can be studied. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show MRI images obtained from normal liquid $^3$He contained in the slab. The pressure of the liquid $^3$He is 2.8 MPa. Image (a) represents an $x$-$z$ projection along a direction of slab thickness, namely, the $y$ axis. Image (b) represents an $x$-$y$ projection along the $z$ axis, which is in parallel to the surface of the slab. Note that the scale in the $y$ axis is expanded by a factor of four for easier visibility. The colors in the images indicate the NMR signal intensity originating from each location in the image. The colored beltlike shapes in the images represent the shape of the slab and the spatial distribution of the NMR sensitivity along the $x$ axis. Visible dark spots in the $x$-$z$ projection should be ignored; these are generated by magnetic broadening caused by tiny magnetic darts on the inner surface of the epoxy. A bright circle located near the top right corner of the colored beltlike shape in the $x$-$z$ projection should also be ignored; this is an artifact generated by instrumental noise.

While cooling through a superfluid transition temperature $T_C = 2.41$ mK, the NMR spectrum under a homogeneous magnetic field shows almost a uniform frequency shift, which is expected for a slab geometry with a parallel magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Figures 1(d) and 1(e) show MRI images obtained from superfluid $^3$He-A in the slab at a temperature $T = 2.00$ mK. Since a static magnetic field for NMR is applied along the $z$ axis, the ground state texture is expected to be the one with $\vec{d} \parallel \hat{y}$ in the $A$ phase. Note that four states $\hat{d} = \{ \pm \hat{y}, \pm \hat{y} \}$ are energetically degenerate. A MRI image obtained from the uniform
ground state should look the same as that from the normal phase because of the uniform frequency shift. However, as shown in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e), several dark lines appeared in addition to the beltlike shape. The dark lines appear in different locations for each independent cooling through $T_C$. The lines are stable and immobile in the deep $A$ phase at $T = 2.00$ mK. As can be seen in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e), each line appears in the same location along the $x$ axis in both $x$-$z$ and $x$-$y$ projections. Thus, they are considered as a planar object extended in parallel to the $y$-$z$ plane. Visible dark spots and the bright circle in the $x$-$z$ projection should be ignored as stated above. We should also note that images like Figs. 1(d) and 1(e) are obtained after reshaping the irregular texture as shown in Fig. 1(f) through the annealing process, which is described later.

To further investigate the physical origin of the lines in the MRI images, we performed a much elaborated MRSI measurement on the same sample for the MRI images in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e). Figure 2 shows the local spectra extracted from the MRSI measurement and the corresponding MRSI $x$-$z$ projection of the frequency component at $R_T^2 = 0.95$ to 1.05. The location of the central dark line in (b) agrees with that in the MRI images in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e). Each local spectrum shown in Fig. 2(a) represents an adjacent strip 38 $\mu$m in width in the $x$ coordinate. Distributions along the $y$ and $z$ axes are integrated. Local spectra are clearly broadened near the defect. Simultaneously, the central frequency remains nearly the same at $R_T^2 = 1$. These local NMR properties explain why the lines appear in the MRI image: localized line broadening at the planar object generates a weaker signal intensity at the corresponding location in the MRI image. We also find that the NMR spectrum in the $A$ phase under a homogeneous magnetic field is slightly broadened towards the lower frequency from the main peak of the spectrum, together with the uniform frequency shift. The $A$ phase spectra, obtained from various samples with different numbers of defects at $T = 2.00$ mK, have shown a positive linear dependence of spectrum height at a frequency apart from $R_T^2 = 1.00$ against the total length of the defect lines in the $x$-$z$ projection, as indicated in Fig. 2(c). Negative linear dependence of the spectrum height at a frequency near $R_T^2 = 1.00$ against the total length of the defect lines in the $x$-$z$ projection is shown in Fig. 2(c) as well. The linear dependence allowed us to extract the spectrum that originates from the planar defect, as shown in Fig. 2(d) [20]. The normalized frequency shift $R_T^2$ is slightly smaller than unity, and the linewidth is approximately a factor of two enhanced from the surroundings.

The existence of a planar textural defect in bulk $^3$He-$A$ was proposed by Maki and Kumar [25–27] in understanding experimental observations of a satellite peak in the NMR spectrum [18,28]. The proposed composite soliton, which has a dipole-unlocked unidirectional structure of rotating $\hat{d}$ and $\hat{l}$ between domains of $\hat{d} = +\hat{l}$ and $\hat{d} = -\hat{l}$, produces a satellite peak at the corresponding frequency in the NMR spectrum. A similar dipole-unlocked soliton structure, slightly modified in the constraint of the slab-shaped cell, is estimated to hold a satellite peak at $R_T^2 = 0.46, 0.66$. Since the observed NMR spectrum in our slab of $^3$He-$A$ has no satellite peak besides a sharp main peak at $R_T^2 = 1$, the dipole-unlocked soliton cannot be the cause of the dark lines in the MRI images. We should also note that we were able to create the dipole-unlocked solitons with a satellite peak at $R_T^2 = 0.67$, as shown in Fig. 3(a), by sending a large tipping angle excitation pulse following the method of the past experiment [18]. MRSI images in Figs. 3(b)–3(f) have complicated structures because of the formation of the soliton lattice. The dipole-unlocked solitons are located in left-hand side of the image (c), while the same kinds of solitons, as shown in Fig. 2, are located in right-hand side of the image (e). The latter remained from the initial state and were pushed toward the right during the formation of the dipole-unlocked solitons in the central region of the slab, where the tipping angle of the excitation pulse exceeds the threshold value of formation.

We made a number of cooling cycles through $T_C$ and found that a clean $A$ phase texture, which contains no visible defects, never appeared. The number of defects and
the location of defects changed from cooling cycle to cooling cycle. The location of defects distributed more or less evenly within the eyesight of the MRI measurement. However, the defects could persist unchanged as long as the sample was kept in the \( A \) phase at \( T = 2.0 \) mK, which is far below \( T_C \). On the contrary, the number of defects could be reduced if the superfluid was warmed to temperatures near \( T_C \), as high as \( T/T_C > 0.98 \). The spatial distribution of defects could also be altered during the temperature cycling process, which we call “annealing.” Before annealing, curved defects, as shown in Fig. 1(f), were often observed. However, after the annealing process, we observed straight lines, as shown in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e). This indicates the existence of stronger pinning cites along the ceiling and the bottom of the slab, and weaker pinning cites on the side wall of the slab. This is reasonable because the surface roughness of the ceiling and bottom is much larger than that of the side walls.

The observed planar defect should hold an almost dipole-locked structure because of the \( R^2_L \geq 1 \). Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the simplest almost dipole-locked structure which can form a planar defect in the y-z plane [20]. We call this structure a “dipole-locked soliton” (DLS). A domain of \( \hat{d}, \hat{l} = (+\hat{y}, +\hat{y}) \) is located on one side of the DLS, while the other domain of \( \hat{d}, \hat{l} = (-\hat{y}, -\hat{y}) \) is located on the other side of the DLS. In between, the two domains \( \hat{d} \) and \( \hat{l} \) are rotating their direction in the x-y plane, while keeping their parallelism except near the singularities, or the structure from \( (+\hat{y}, -\hat{y}) \) to \( (-\hat{y}, +\hat{y}) \) is equivalent. This structure cannot be stable in bulk. However, the DLS structure can be stabilized with a sacrifice of the energy for two line singularities on the surface of the wall, where the \( \hat{l} \) changes its direction from \(+\hat{y}\) to \(-\hat{y}\). The existence of such kind of singularity near the free surface of superfluid \(^4\)He, namely, a surface chiral domain wall (SCDW), was suggested by Ikegami et al. [5] to explain their metastable intermediate data of electron transport in between two distinctive data under opposite uniform chirality. Similar SCDWs on the surface of sample cell walls contribute to stabilize DLS, as shown by the triangles in Fig. 4(a). The DLS has two narrow dipole potential wells near the singularities. The standing spin wave modes near the potential wells, whose \( R^2_L \) are 0.94, 1.02, are shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), respectively [20]. The spin wave amplitude for \( R^2_L = 0.94 \) varies as an even function along the y axis with a little asymmetry, while the spin wave amplitude for \( R^2_L = 1.02 \) varies as an odd function along the y axis. The little asymmetry in the former comes from a difference in texture near the two singularities. Because of the even-odd function nature of the two spin wave modes, the former mode couples to the NMR excitation field much stronger than the latter. These two modes could be coupled through a spin supercurrent to have a broader spectrum near \( R^2_L \cong 1 \). The spatial size along the x axis of the DLS is determined by the thickness of the slab. This rather large size, and, namely, the slow variation of the dipole potential, leads to a higher value of \( R^2_L \) compared to the dipole-unlocked soliton. The spatial width of the DLS in the MRI image is estimated to be 200 \( \mu m \), which agrees reasonably well with a spatial distribution of the standing spin wave mode shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d).

The DLS and associated SCDWs form a chiral domain wall, whose NMR signature made it possible to experimentally visualize the spatial distribution of the chiral domain walls by our MRSI measurement. The observed chiral domain wall was identified as a dipole-locked soliton with the spectroscopic evidence. The domain had a macroscopic size of the order of 1 mm. Each adjacent domain should have an opposite chirality with each other. The domain structure appeared spontaneously during cooling through \( T_C \) and remained stable as long as the sample was kept quietly in temperatures far below \( T_C \). Within our measurement, slow cooling through \( T_C \) was not effective in generating a monochiral domain structure. The domain
structure could be altered by the annealing process. Some flow generated by a thermal gradient in superfluid near \(T_C\) also showed an effect in altering the domain structure. However, we could not generate a monochiral domain among 40 independent coolings through \(T_C\). It might be necessarily to introduce slow rotation while cooling through vortex[30], vortex sheet[31], and half-quantum vortex[32].
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[20] See Supplemental Material at http://link.aps.org/supplemental/10.1103/PhysRevLett.120.205301, which includes Refs. [21–24] to describe the experimental details, the method to extract the spectrum that originates from the defect, and a brief description of the numerical method to obtain the texture and standing spin wave mode.